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After making a fool of herself in Florida, being caught lying multiple times and failing to answer 
obvious and simple questions, Dr. Meredithe McNamara has decided to call others "science denialists" 
in another spectacular display of her incompetence.

 
Protecting Transgender Health and Challenging Science Denialism in Policy | NEJM   Perspective 
from The New England Journal of Medicine — Protecting Transgender Health and Challenging 
Science Denialism in Policy   https://www.nejm.org/doi/pdf/10.1056/NEJMp2213085 
The bizarre part is perhaps that NEJM has published it - while claiming to use a highly rigorous peer-
review, numerous falsehoods are present. It suggests that the only thing in place is highly rigorous 
rubber stamping. 
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So what's going on in this mess? Well, "a virulent brand of science denialism is emerging in the U.S 
legal system" is certainly true, but let's ignore the irony here.

 
The option of treating things with psychotherapy alone is not inflammatory - it's in fact now the default
in progressive parts of the world - and has nothing to do with homosexuality. Stop holding 
homosexuals in front of you as a shield against criticism.

 
If anything, if you were to ask people, including medical professionals, which treatment would be most
outrageous for someone seeking voluntary amputation, "psychotherapy" or "just do it", there's no doubt
that Meredithe knows the answer. 
"Social contagion has been debunked, because I say so."

Actually, if we look at #2, it does not debunk it at all, of course, but it does lie a little about a Littman 
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paper. 

 
Outrageously, "desistance" and "regret" are now "harmful terms". Extremely disturbing and culty 

thoughts being put to paper by Meredithe here.  
And of course, the <1% meme. This is a very stupid meme which you would generally expect adults to 
see through. But let's look at what #2 says about it just in case.

 
Ah. Bustos et al. (which is a fraudulent mess, see medium.com/@JLCederblom/a…), Danker et al. 
which did not measure regret, and "Wiepjes et al., 2015" (should be 2018) which also did not measure 
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regret, but rather (hormonal detransition AND expressed regret AND at the same clinic).

 

 
At what point does incompetence become fraud?   In March of 2021 a paper was published by the 
journal Plastic and Reconstructive Surgery Global Open…   https://medium.com/@JLCederblom/at-what-point-

does-incompetence-become-fraud-6d14b712b853 
This is called "equivocation", using a different meaning of the word "child" - the original uses the legal 
"minor", Meredithe is using the medical meaning "prepubescent". 

It's just lying. Meredithe knows that what is being talked about is minors.
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This is also equivocation. "Delaying abnormal puberty for a short time" and "preventing normal 
puberty entirely" are not the same thing. Meredithe is an MD, she obviously has the intellectual 
capacity to understand this. 

So why is she lying? Or is she deluded?  
Reading the text, you come out with the feeling that you've just read a greatest hits of trans activist 
misinformation, and with the question "who are you really trying to convince here - me or you?". 
This is equally false, as studies of much greater quality than for the proposed benefits have in fact 
supported these claims. #1 and #2 simply are not valid references for this sentence either, beyond one 

of them calling a single study "out of date".  
"Because in some treatments for some patients, fertility remains, talking about fertility is clearly 
unwarranted, even though plenty of the treatments categorically sterilize."

It's just kind of sad to see a human mind do this kind of rationalization.
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It's hard to know where to start with the "cherry picked" argument, because it's wrong in so many 
different ways. Meredithe & co have simply not understood what they have read.

 
This was a review of systematic reviews, combined with a brief search of recent literature to make sure 
nothing recent was missed. It did not "cherry-pick" recent studies. "Heavily corrected" is unclear, since 
#2 makes no mention of this. 
Although given that they read this and decided to ignore three relevant degrees in epidemiology and 
biostatistics, and decided to call the person a dentist, perhaps it's not out of character for them not to 
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have a clue what they're doing.

 
The usual incorrect statements about RCTs are here. Cross-over formats and between different dosages 
are never mentioned, despite being clear ways of doing RCTs in this field. 

And "evidence" does not demonstrate that, "evidence" is actually quite mixed.

 
Well, yes, SoC8 is newly released. It also features absolutely bizarre statements about eunuchs, 
cisheteronormativity and nonbinary word soups. It's not a good thing to cite if you want to appear 
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credible. 

 

Yes, but specifically what they're rebutting is you.  
For more, this was a solid thread about Meredithe's Florida adventure: 
Unroll available on Thread Reader

https://twitter.com/segm_ebm/status/1590182979086987264

I would also recommend her Twitter account which had some mild madness in it, but following the 
Florida mess she deactivated it: @Meredithe1985

Parts can be read at various archives. 
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